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Mangroves
Lionel Damola
Key Words
ecosystem, alike, vary, specially, knotted, particles, commonly,
extends

The mangrove is an important coastal ecosystem around
the lagoons and islands of Solomon Islands. Mangroves
play an important part in protecting and building up
coastlines. The mangrove ecosystem includes more than
ninety different types of trees. These trees vary in size and
appearance, but are alike as they are all specially adapted
to live in salty waters around the coast.

Mangroves

Mangrove trees have knotted and twisted roots that trap
small particles of earth such as soil, sand and rock. This
soil, sand and rock slowly builds up to extend the shoreline.
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The mangrove extends towards the sea and the newly
formed land behind fills up with other tropical plants,
creating new homes where plants and animals can live and
grow.
A mangrove tree takes up food materials from the salty
water through its root system. Sometimes this is in the form
of nutrients dissolved in water running off the land. Trees
convert these nutrients into plant material using sunlight.

The root system of mangroves is home to a variety of animals.

When the leaves from the mangrove trees fall, they rot in
the water and provide a rich source of food for crabs,
shellfish, prawns and fish. Mangroves provide shelter for
marine animals. Many types of marine animals use
mangroves as a breeding ground and a place to lay their
eggs.
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Mangroves provide a safe environment in which young
animals can live and grow before moving out into deeper
waters. Because a lot of small fish live in the mangroves,
larger fish are also attracted to mangroves to feed.
Mangroves also provide food and shelter for a large number
of birds and marine animals including larger animals such
as crocodiles. Many of the animals and plants that live in
the mangroves are important sources of food for people. In
Solomon Islands the fruit of one type of mangrove
(mangrove bean) is also commonly used for food.
Mangroves are very important ecosystems in coastal areas,
lagoons and around islands. Mangroves create homes or
habitats, for many plants and animals, provide breeding
grounds, protect coastlines from erosion and supply both
people and animals with a source of food. Each part of the
mangrove ecosystem, such as the trees, smaller plants,
insects, birds, fish and other marine animals rely on each
other for survival. If we take out or disturb any part of this
ecosystem, the future of the mangroves may be threatened.
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Life on the Coral Reef (Part 2)
Lionel Damola
The reef during the day
Two butterfly fish feed on a rock covered with limu
(seaweed). Nearby, a moray eel pauses as a cleaner
wrasse nibbles at the small parasites living among the teeth
of the eel. The eel does not eat or chase the cleaner wrasse
away. Instead, the eel encourages the wrasse to keep
removing pests by keeping its mouth open and remaining
very still. In this way both fish benefit, the eel gets rid of
parasites, and the wrasse gets a meal. Many creatures that
live on the reef have developed different types of close
relationships. In order to survive, one species must depend
on the other.
The parrotfish makes scraping sounds as it bites chunks of
dead coral, which are covered with a green film of plants
called algae. The parrotfish digests algae and passes out
coral skeletons as sand. It swims on as a school of
milletseed butterfly fish glide past. Some butterfly fish also
feed on algae. Their grazing helps keep the fast-growing
plants from covering the reef.
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The reef at night
When night falls, some of the coral takes on a different
appearance. Some of the coral now look s soft and fuzzy as
the many polyps spread their tentacles to catch food.
Uncurling its slender arms, a brittle starfish emerges from
its hiding place inside a rock crevice. Spiny lobsters and
octopi leave their resting places to hunt for snails, worms,
and small crabs.
Fish that have been sleeping during the day come out to
feed at night. Small red cardinal fish awake to eat plankton.
Other fish sleep at night, some wedge themselves into
small cracks so that the current will not sweep them away
while they sleep. The parrotfish blows itself a cocoon of
mucus to sleep in; the cocoon helps hide the parrotfish from
predators.
The coral reef as a living system
Our visit to the coral reef has taught us many things: every
plant and animal on the reef has a special role to play.
Some animals are active by day; others are active by night.
Each has its own living space. Each has certain kinds of
food, and in turn may also be a source of food for others.
Some animals create homes for others to live in. Many have
close relationships, each providing something the other
needs.
The coral reef is a balanced system where all things have
their special place and function. In a system, all things are
related. All the plants and animals of the reef depend on
each other.
Our whole earth is a system too. Does this mean coral reefs
are important to us, even it we don't live near one?
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Why are coral reefs important?
Many of the fish that we eat rely on the coral reef in some
way; for food, shelter, a breeding ground or a nursery for
their babies. Parrotfish, octopus and lobsters are just three
of the many important animals that depend on the reef to
survive.
Coral reefs act as barriers to protect our beaches. Strong
ocean waves break on the reefs before they reach shore.
This helps keep our shoreline from being washed away and
creates safe anchorages for our boats.
Reefs are an important source of sand for our beaches, too.
The reefs may one day be an important source of
medicines. Researchers have found that some coral
provides important pharmaceutical drugs.
Visitors come from around the world to see Pacific reefs.
This creates jobs and other employment opportunities for
the people of the Pacific. Coral reefs are places of beauty
and wonder. That alone makes them important.

Diver admiring the colourful coral reef
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Reefs depend on their surroundings
Coral reef systems cannot exist by themselves. They
depend upon warmth and light from the sun. The
surrounding ocean must supply fresh, clear seawater.
Some reefs need the help of nearby estuaries.
Estuaries are areas where fresh and salt water come
together to form a marsh. Estuaries keep seawater clean by
trapping the soil from the land that may be washed down in
a heavy rain storm. Many reef animals need the estuary to
feed and shelter their young.
Because the coral reef depends on its surroundings,
changes in the nearby environment also affect the reef. Like
the rainforests, the reef is a living system: damage to one
part will hurt the rest. This means coral reefs can be
damaged easily. And since corals grow so slowly, the
damage is not easily repaired.
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Our Coral Reefs - Then, Now and Tomorrow
Lionel Damola
“What did the coral reef look like when you were a boy?”
Anna asked her father, Toke. Toke was sixty-four and had
been diving on the reefs all his life. Anna was only
seventeen and she was in form five at King George School.
“Well,” began her father “when I was a boy the coral reefs
were a lot different from what we see now. You could dive
down and see coral with different colours and shapes.
Among the coral lived so many animals, fish, crabs, lobster,
shellfish and many more animals. We did not have
problems finding seafood in those days because the marine
animals were so plentiful.
This beautiful natural
environment gave us pleasure
as well as food. It was like
diving through an enchanted
rainbow forest of amazing
shapes, and colour. But these
days,” concluded Toke, “you
won’t see what I’ve been telling
you about. The coral reefs are
often dead and animals are
scarce. I don’t know what
happened.”
A dying coral

“I know,” Anna said instantly. She quickly got her exercise
book from her school bag. “Our teacher taught us about
coral and coral reefs.” Ms. Shirley said, “Coral and coral
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reefs are very important to people because no other under
water habitat has as many different species of plants and
animals. This means that coral reefs are a place of high
biodiversity. Coral reefs also protect beaches, villages and
coastal areas from deep-sea waves. Many of their plants
and animals are edible. In some places coral reefs are a
tourist attraction and this means money for the rural people.
“What happened to all these living corals? Why are so
many dead now?” asked her father.
“There is dead coral,” continued Anna. “Anchors, walking on
the coral and breaking away pieces of coral kills the polyps.
Polyps are the tiny animals that make the coral structure.
Destructive fishing practices such as dynamite fishing,
using poisons like cyanide, poison fruits, and rope also kill
the coral polyps. In addition to all these things that people
do to the reefs, coral reefs have natural enemies, too. A
giant starfish called the Crown-of-thorns eats the coral
polyps. Of all these threats to the life of the coral reef,
people are its worst enemy.”
“But people can do something to care for the coral reefs,”
continued Anna. “Look at this poster. We made it in school.
It tells what we can do to protect our reefs.”
Preserve Our Coral Reefs
1. Don’t clear too much land in coastal areas and
near rivers.
2. Don’t dispose of human waste near the reef.
3. Discourage destructive fishing methods.
4. Reduce human contact with coral. Keep anchors
and feet off the reefs and put them on sand only.
5. Avoid throwing chemicals and non-biodegradable
rubbish into the sea.
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Anna read the items on the poster aloud. Then she rolled it
up carefully and put it away. “But I’m not finished,” she said
with determination. “The coral reefs are part of our heritage.
We need them as a source of food, an attraction for tourists,
and for money. However, if we do not conserve them
properly then the future generations will not be able to enjoy
the benefits the coral reefs can give us.”
Her father smiled at Anna proudly. “That is good thinking,
my dear. You have the makings of a wise woman and you
will be a helpful leader in the community in the future. Let’s
put your poster here on the front wall. It will remind us all
that it is important to plan for the future.”
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Greased Dinner
Julie Makini
Key Words
wined and dined, chopsticks, littered

Last night I was treated like a king at a business dinner.
Never before had I been treated so well.
Me and ten of my wantoks,
We, who had never entered a hotel before,
Were wined and dined at the Gizo Hotel.
I sat with a room full of strangers.
The table was littered with plates.
Glasses on thin legs, ashtrays
and handkerchiefs to blow my nose with!
“Self Service” they said, “Eat as much as you want!”
So I helped myself to plate after plateful.
New tastes and different smells,
I even ate squid, which I thought was strictly for bait!
I heaped up my plate as high as Kolombangara,
and asked for a fork (I couldn’t master the chopsticks!)
Pretty girls in pink waited around, helpful, ready to please.
Men in black sulus, ever ready with drinks.
The Fosters was flowing.
I tasted it and liked it.
I smoked Peter Jackson instead of Spear.
Our host was too generous
The drinks kept coming, and I kept going.
A business dinner it was, so we ate and drank and talked.
I sat too far from our host to really hear what he was saying.
The bamboo band played loudly.
I didn’t fully understand
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I heard ‘royalties’, ‘timber rights’, ‘roads’ and ‘clinics’
But through stuffy ears and blurry eyes, I couldn’t really take
it in.
We’d talked it over in the village already, and our politician
and lawyer were there, so I didn’t need to read the small
print.
I signed.
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Earth Prayer
R. Roberts and E. Amidon
We join with the earth and each other
To bring new life to the land,
To restore the waters,
To refresh the air.
We join with the earth and each other
To renew the forests,
To care for the plants,
To protect the creatures.
We join with the earth and each other
To celebrate the seas,
To rejoice in the sunlight,
To sing the song of the stars.
We join with the earth and each other
To recreate the human community,
To promote justice and peace,
To remember our children.
We join with the earth and each other.
We join together as many and diverse
Expressions of one loving mystery.
For the healing of the Earth
And the renewal of all life
We pray.
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The Secret of Happiness
John Reid
The moment Ben stepped into the house he knew that
something was troubling his old grandfather. Usually the
veranda was crowded with the children of the village who
brought their chief betel nut and sat listening to his stories.
Today however, there were no stories. The once proud man
sat hunched over on his stool. He looked sad and very, very
old. He had asked to talk to Ben alone.
In a deep husky voice the old man began to speak.
“Ben, my boy,” he said “ever since I became chief I have
tried to help everyone in my village to have the best life
possible. The money we made from logging has been put to
good use, and the chainsaws we purchased make clearing
the forest for our gardens much easier than before. We have
the new clinic too and that is a great improvement. Our
families are bigger and we hardly ever have to stand at the
graveside of a dead child these days. So why are people not
happier than before?
It seems that all I hear
are complaints. Our
hunters complain that
they have to travel far
into the bush before they
can find pigs to hunt. The
women are complaining
that there are no shellfish
to pick from the reef any
more and now I am sick.
The clinic cannot help me
and I fear that this is to
be my last sickness!
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Ben, I am old. I cannot walk about like I used to. Since you
are such an intelligent boy perhaps you can help me find out
what is wrong in our village.”
Ben listened carefully to all that his grandfather told him. He
really wanted to help.
“What do you want me to do grandfather?” he asked.
“I want you to find out what is wrong. Find out why there are
not so many animals as before, and find out what has
happened to the shellfish on the reef. Why are so many
people in the village sick all the time and why are people not
happy like they used to be?”
Ben had a special friend, Omehe. Omehe was a hornbill.
When he was a little chick his nest had been destroyed when
the tree that was his home had been cut down. Ben had
rescued him and looked after him until he was strong enough
to fly. They had become great friends and they trusted and
helped each other. Omehe had taught Ben a great deal about
the forest. From Omehe, Ben had learned about the plants
and trees that made up the forest and the animals and birds
that made it their home.
Straight away Ben knew that he would have to ask Omehe
to help him with his grandfather’s request. He raced to the
edge of the bush and found Omehe collecting wild bananas
in his favourite spot.
“Omehe!” he called, “I have an important job for you. I want
you to talk to the animals and find out what their problems
are. The chief thinks that there is something wrong with the
animals and he is worried about them. He is worried about
our people too, so many of them are getting sick. Please
help me, Omehe!”
Omehe was really busy collecting food for his wife. She was
sealed into her hole in a nearby tree looking after their eggs.
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It was up to Omehe to provide food for her and keep her safe
until the chicks were strong enough to come out of the nest.
But Ben was his friend, so he promised that he would try to
speak to some of his animal friends once he had given the
wild bananas to his wife.
That evening Omehe flew off to visit his friend Atata. Atata
was a huge Sandford’s Eagle. Omehe found her circling
gracefully in the evening sky looking for rats and possums to
eat.
“Atata,” he began, “you are the queen of Solomon Islands’
birds and you fly higher and further than any of us. You must
have a very happy life!”

“I used to,” replied the eagle. “But things have changed
recently. Many of the trees where I used to rest in have been
cut down and there are not so many possums and rats for me
to eat. I have to fly far away up the mountain to find food and
sometimes, I must confess, I steal chickens from the village
because I am too tired to go looking for food.”
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Omehe was surprised. “But not all the big trees have been
cut down, Atata. My friend Ben told me that they were very
careful not to let the loggers take them all.”
“That’s true,” replied Atata, “but they have not been careful
enough. Many of the trees they left behind were damaged
by their bulldozers and some have died. The forest is
damaged and will take many years to recover. There is no
thick undergrowth anymore for the rats to hide in and they
have all run away too. This logging really has made life
difficult for me!”
Omehe was saddened by what he heard. He thanked Atata
and flew off in search of another great friend of his. He knew
where to find Tamutolo, the giant turtle. She always laid her
eggs on the same black sand beach. Omehe waited there
until nightfall and, sure enough, as it got dark, he saw
Tamutolo pulling herself up onto the beach.
“Goodnight Tamutolo!” said Omehe.
“Hello Omehe,” replied the turtle. “What are you doing here?”
“Well, I’ve just been talking to Atata. She is upset about the
logging. She says the animals have run away and she finds it
hard to find food these days. So I thought I’d come and ask
you whether everything is still good in your part of the lagoon.
You still have plenty of jellyfish to eat don’t you?”
“Actually,” replied Tamutolo, slowly, “things are not as good
as they used to be for me either. There are plenty of jellyfish
to eat, that’s true, but I had a very scary accident recently.
I saw something floating in the water and thought it was a big
juicy jellyfish. I opened my mouth wide and grabbed it, but it
was inside my mouth before I realised it was a plastic bag. I
nearly choked!”
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“That’s awful!” said Omehe. “You must be careful, Tamutolo.”
“Don’t worry. I’m much more careful now. I have a bigger
worry than plastic bags in the water though,” continued
Tamutolo. “You see, after I lay my eggs people from the
village come and take some of them to eat. They’ve always
done this, and I didn’t used to mind before. I lay two hundred
eggs at a time so there were always plenty left to hatch. But
just recently I have noticed that the people take more and
more eggs each time they come. I am worried that none of
my children will survive. Then there will be no more turtles at
all.”
Omehe felt very sorry for his wise old friend. “What can we
do?” he asked anxiously.
“You have friends in the village don’t you, Omehe? Tell them
not to be greedy. Tell them to take some of my eggs but not
20

all. Please ask them to leave some of my children to grow up
and become as old as I am.”
Omehe promised Tamutolo that he would talk to Ben. With a
heavy heart, he left her digging a hole on the beach to lay her
eggs and went on his way.
Next, he decided to go and see Bakarao, the frog. He found
him paddling around near the muddy riverbank looking for
beetles to eat.

“Bakarao, he called “how are you these days? Is everything
all right in your part of the forest?” Omehe felt sure that the
frog wouldn’t mind about he trees being cut down. He lived
in the river, after all.
“I’ve just been talking to Tamutolo,” he continued, “She’s
worried about her eggs, but your eggs are safe in the river
aren’t they? At least people don’t eat frogs’ eggs!”
“True, my eggs are safe,” croaked the frog, “but my problem
is my tadpoles. After they hatch, many of them die because
the water is so dirty these days. Since they cut down the
trees the river is full of mud and oil from their chainsaws. I
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can cope with the dirty water, but the little tadpoles just can’t
survive in it!”
As Omehe flew off to find the
giant lizard, he was starting to
realise that all the animals were
missing the trees. Clean water
was important for everyone.
This could be the clue to why
the people in the village were
also getting sick. They used the
same river as their water source
after all!
Bukulu, the giant lizard, was
hiding in a hole in the fig tree.
Omehe hoped that he had not
been affected, but he was
wrong.
“I am the largest skink in the world and I have a big
appetite,” Bukulu told him. “I need many vine leaves to eat
each day. Since the village has grown so much, people
have cut a lot of the vines to build their houses and many
more have been cleared for their gardens. My children and
I struggle to find enough to eat.”
It was nearly daylight and Omehe knew that he had to head
back to prepare breakfast for his wife.
On his way home he met the saddest animal of all, Temotu
the ground dove, who was wandering about on the floor of
the forest. Temotu explained her situation to Omehe with
tears in her eyes. “I am the last survivor of my family. All my
family and friends have been killed by cats from the village.
When I die there will be no more ground doves in the forest at
all!”
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The next day Omehe flew down to the village to tell Ben what
he had found out. It was all such bad news. Straightaway,
Ben understood how the lives of the people in the village and
the lives of the animals were connected. If the animals were
suffering the people would suffer too. So many of the
problems seemed to be caused by the people in the village.
Ben did not want to upset his grandfather with this bad news,
so he and Omehe sat down together to think of a plan. There
must be something that they could do to make things better!
As they sat by the sea and talked, Bilikiki flew down to look
for crabs by the water’s edge. He listened to Ben and
Omehe’s conversation and came over to join in.
“I know a place where all the animals are happy,” interrupted
Bilikiki.
“Where?” asked Ben and Omehe, together.
“It’s an island a long way from here called, Tetepare,” said
Bilikiki. Animals there are free and happy and have plenty to
eat. If you want, I can take you there!”
Immediately they agreed on a plan. Omehe would follow
Bilikiki to Tetepare to try to find the secret of the animal’s
happiness while Ben stayed in the village and collected food
for Omehe’s wife and chicks.
They set off early the next morning. Omehe was sad to
leave but he trusted Ben to look after his wife and chicks,
just as he had looked after Omehe himself when he was
small.
After several days Omehe returned and told Ben about
Tetepare.
It had been a long and tiring flight so when he arrived on the
island Omehe was hungry. He told Ben about how he had
met a possum called Manue eating some ripe fruit and had
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asked if he could share the meal. The possum had agreed
but had told him to take only what he needed.

“You see, Ben” Omehe explained, “they have strict rules on
Tetepare – no one is allowed to be greedy! Each animal
takes only what he needs each day and that way there is
always enough for them all to eat.”
This sounded very simple to Ben. Surely something as simple
as this could not be the secret behind all the problems they
were facing. But as he thought about it, it did seem to make
sense. If people only took enough turtle eggs for one meal,
then there would be some left to grow up into turtles to
provide eggs for their children and grandchildren. Perhaps
the problem was that people were getting greedy!
The same was true of the timber. If they only harvested
enough to build their houses instead of selling it on to the
logging companies, there would be enough for everyone and
the animals would be happier too.
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“T hat’s not all I learned though,” continued Omehe. “As I
travelled round the island, I realised that there were no
people there. I met a goanna called Regu. Regu was the
chief of the animals on Tetepare and he was so old that he
could remember what had happened to the people of
Tetepare. He explained that they had been chased away by
spirits, but that they still came to visit and look after the
island.”
“I asked Regu about the secret of the happiness of the
animals on Tetepare, and told him about the problems we are
facing here,” said Omehe.
“And what did he think?” asked Ben excitedly.
“Well, I’m afraid a lot of it comes back to being greedy! He
said that, on Tetepare, people do not harvest too much fruit,
or kill too many pigs or take too many fish and that way there
are always plenty to go round.”
Ben was beginning to understand.
“One of the most interesting animals I met was Kara, the
Eclectic Parrot,” said Omehe. “Kara was a very talkative bird
and he told me a lot about the forests of Tetepare. Because
there are no people, there are also no cats, so birds do not
have to live in fear of their lives all the time. There has never
been any logging on Tetepare either so the forests are full of
good places for the birds to make nests and raise their
chicks. It really is a wonderful place you know Ben,” Omehe
concluded, “the animals and birds are healthy and happy
because there is plenty of food, clean water and trees to
shelter in and they don’t have to worry about cats or about
too many hunters.”
Now Ben understood. The people of his village were taking
too many resources from the forest. They were being greedy
and they were causing problems for the animals and for
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themselves. But what could he tell his grandfather? People
needed the resources to live. They needed timber for houses
and canoes and they needed to sell it sometimes for school
fees and money for transport. “What else can we do?” he
asked his friend. “We need the forests, we have always used
them!”
Omehe, who understood because of what he had seen on
Tetepare, replied ”That’s even more reason to look after them
so that your children can enjoy them too!”
“Go to the chief and tell him what we have discovered. He is
a wise man and he will know what to do.”
Ben’s grandfather was very sick, too
sick, even to talk to him. Ben was
worried about him drinking the dirty water
from the river so he walked to the next
valley and collected some clean water
from a spring and took it to his
grandfather. After a few days drinking
only the clean water his grandfather
began to get better. Ben explained to him
about the water in their river and how it
had been infected with chemicals, which
had killed Bakarao’s tadpoles.
He also told his grandfather everything that he and Omehe
had found out about the forests and the rivers and the sea
and about Omehe’s trip to Tetepare where things were so
different. Omehe was right. The old chief knew what to do.
As soon as he was strong enough, he called a meeting of all
the landowners of the village. He explained his concerns
about how they were using the forest and the rivers and told
them that the resources they were using would not go on
forever. There were signs that they were already beginning to
run out.
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“If our children and grandchildren are going to live happily in
this place as we have done, then we have look after it for
their sake,” he finished in a shaky voice.
Everyone listened carefully to the chief’s concerns. The
landowners discussed what to do until late into the night and
the next day they called the whole village together to share
their ideas.
They had decided not to be so greedy in future. They had
agreed that they would not take too many turtle eggs. That
each family would be allowed enough for themselves to eat,
but that they would not be allowed to sell them for money.
They had also agreed not to allow any more logging in their
area for the moment. They had agreed to try to let the forest
grow back around the village. Some had made a plan to plant
new trees to use for building materials. They had ideas for
other things to do to make money too, they wanted to set up
some bee hives so that they could sell honey and someone
suggested inviting tourists to come and visit them so that they
could enjoy the forest too.
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Most importantly they had agreed that they needed to watch
what was happening to the animals in their area. They had
realised that there was a lot to learn from the animals who
depended on the same forest as they did.
Ben listened to all their plans. He was so happy to know that
he and Omehe had helped people to realise these important
things about their environment and he knew Omehe would be
happy too. He raced over to the hollow tree near the edge of
the village to tell his friend the news.
Omehe had good news of his own. His first chick had just
hatched and he was really excited.
“You have helped us all so much,“ said Omehe. “I am now
confident that my baby chicks will grow up with plenty of food
to eat and plenty of trees to nest in. I have decided to call my
chick Ben after you.”
Ben felt happy
and proud.
In his heart he
hoped that he
too would one
day have
children and
that his children
and Omehe’s
great grand
children would
grow up to be
friends and
enjoy the forest
together.
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A Letter From 2200 AD
Allen Tough
We are writing to you from your future. You are in our past.
We are glad that your generation became so acutely and
accurately aware of our gravest dangers and most foolish
paths. As a result, our period of history is admired by
historians and is called The Abrupt Transformation.
Perhaps the word ‘abrupt’ strikes you as too dramatic
because your deep-rooted changes were actually spread
over a decade. A period of 3,650 days may not feel abrupt
to the people alive at the time, but to us 200 years later it
seems a remarkably swift, courageous and admirable
transformation.
Your period has gone down in human history as the time
when the people of Earth took vigorous and effective action
to virtually eliminate warfare and population growth, and to
shift to a long-term sustainable relationship with the
environment. You thus eliminated human civilization’s worst
risks; a rather stunning achievement in just 10 years.
In addition, of course, you did your share to build
foundations for a highly positive future for generations that
were not yet born, and you contributed to that positive
future in several specific ways. We are one of those
shadowy generations that you could imagine only dimly in
our distant future. We are very real to ourselves, of course,
and very much alive, but to you we were just a vague,
remote fantasy, since you had no way of picturing any
details about us. The highly positive state of human
civilization today is due in large part to the efforts,
commitment, courage and sacrifices of your generation and
the other seven generations between you and us. We owe
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our advanced culture and our well-being to all of those
generation.
To you, though, who created and lived through The Abrupt
Transformation, we send our particular gratitude. You made
some very hard choices that had been labeled ‘unrealistic’
and even ‘impossible’ because they were going to be so
difficult. But you did make these changes and sacrifices –
because enough of you saw that the consequences of any
other path would be even more difficult and unpleasant. The
immediate costs of changing were enormous, but the costs
of not changing would have been much worse. Thank you
for your courage in facing reality and in taking vigorous
action
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The Web of Life
Ellen Wairiu
Key Words
web, expert, creatures, herbivores, predators, nectar, scavenge,
preserved

I am a spider. You may have seen me hanging around in
your garden. I am an expert at creating webs. I am going to
help you understand the ‘Web of Life’.
There are all sorts of creatures in the wild, and I am one of
them. We all have a role to play in the web of life. Without
all of us, the world is incomplete. There are many different
species of plants and animals. We come in different sizes,
shapes and colours. We live in different places and we
behave in very different ways. For all our differences, we
have some similar needs, which help us to survive. In fact,
we depend on each other. That’s what the web of life is all
about!
Plants are friends to everyone in the web of life. We could
not live without them! There are millions of different kinds
of plants all over the world. The life of a plant is really quite
simple. Plants need sunlight and water to survive. Lots of
my friends eat plants. Plant-eating animals are called
herbivores. Plants aren’t just a source of food; they can also
provide homes for many animals. It is important that we do
not participate in activities that can destroy the plants.
Trees provide homes for many of us. Many of my animal
friends, as well as birds and insects use trees for homes.
For larger animals, such as the pig, the whole forest forms
their home. It is important that human beings do not allow
all of the forests to be logged. Logging destroys our habitat.
Respect us and we will respect you.
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In the web of life, plants and animals help each other. For
example, bees and plants rely on each other in the web of
life. The bees visit the flowers of plants to take nectar. They
use the nectar to make honey. While the bee is collecting
nectar, it can also collect pollen. When bees fly from one
flower to the next, the pollen is transported with them. Some
of the pollen falls off into the flowers and the plants use this
pollen to reproduce. In this way, the plants are helping the
bees, and the bees are helping the plants
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Some of my animal friends are predators. This means that
they hunt and eat other animals. Dogs are predators
because they can catch and eat chickens or pigs. Some
animals are called scavengers. Scavengers eat other
animals too, but, unlike predators, they do not hunt for their
food. They eat the remains of animals that have already
been killed by predators or have died due to natural causes.
Sometimes a hungry predator will scavenge for food when
there is nothing else to eat.
Scavengers usually eat the remains of dead predators.
Bugs will eat what they don’t eat, and the body is further
broken down. The carcass decomposes even further and it
eventually becomes part of the soil. Decomposition
provides nutrients to the soil and in turn plants grow in the
fertile soil. This cycle forms the web of life, where plants
and animals work together to survive. Therefore, it is
necessary that our habitat is preserved and endangered
species are protected.
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Turtles of Solomon Islands
Ellen Wairiu
Turtles are found in the seas around Solomon Islands. They
are endangered species. Thousands are killed each year off
the coasts of Solomon Islands. Most are killed for food and
some are killed for their shells, which are crafted as
souvenirs and jewellery.
Another practice that endangers the lives of this species, is
the over harvesting of seaweed. This causes damage to the
reefs and the fish. If people continue this practice then very
soon there will be no feeding grounds for our turtles.
The hawksbill turtle is smaller
than the green turtle. It has a
brown and black shell and a
long beak-like mouth. Its shell
is made of scales overlapping
each other. Hawksbills eat
sponges, crabs, jellyfish and
seaweed.

The leatherback turtle is the
largest type of turtle found in
our waters. It does not have
a shell like the other turtles.
It has soft leathery skin with
seven ridges on its back. It is
black in colour with white
spots. The leatherback lives
in open oceans. It mainly
eats jellyfish.
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The green turtle is a large
turtle with a small head. It
has a green-brown shell
which is oval in shape. It
likes to eat seaweed. It is
the fastest swimming turtle.

The Ridley turtle is the
smallest of the sea turtles. It
has a round, olive-grey shell.
It feeds on crabs and
crayfish.

The loggerhead turtle has a
large head. Its shell is
reddish in colour and is
shaped like a heart. It has
thick jaws that can crush
crabs and shellfish.
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The Whale
Malvina Reynolds
The whale, the whale,
The citizen of the sea,
He has the right to live
And so does she.
In the ocean, in the wild,
She moves peacefully with her child,
Till the harpoon wounds her young,
And she hovers to protect it,
And then she’s done.
The whale, the whale,
The citizen of the sea,
He sings his sonic song
And so does she.
He finds his mating ground
Till the whaler tracks him down,
Every quarter hour, they say,
One great whale is done away,
Done away.
The humpback and the blue,
The bowhead and the right,
Every quarter hour
Day and night.
Ocean creatures large and small,
There was room enough for all,
Till there came the rule of man,
Now the gentle whale is dog meat
In the can.
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The Dodo
Hilaire Belloc
The dodo used to walk around,
And take the sun and air.
The sun yet warms his native ground,
The dodo is not there!
The voice which used to squawk and squeak
Is now for ever dumb.
Yet may you see his bones and beak
All in the museum.
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Special Animals of Solomon Islands
Alison Blaylock
Solomon Islands’ forests are home to many special animals
that are not found anywhere else in the world. Biologists call
these endemic species. Solomon Islanders have a special
responsibility to look after these animals. If they are hunted,
or if the forests in which they live are destroyed, then they
will be gone from the earth for ever.
Do you recognise any of these animals? They are all unique
to Solomon Islands.

Flower-nosed Bat
The flower-nosed bat is found
only in Guadalcanal and Isabel.

Poncelet’s Giant Rat
This giant rat is found only in
Choiseul Province and
Bougainville.

Horned Frog
The horned frog is found
throughout most of Solomon
Islands.

Solomon’s Krait
It is found in Gizo, Isabel,
Guadalcanal, Ngella and
Malaita.
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There are some animals living in Solomon Islands that are
endangered or threatened. This means that there are very
few of these animals left in the world and that if they die, the
species will become extinct.
There is an international list of endangered species
published by biologists to warn people around the world that
some animals in their areas are under threat.
This list classifies animals into three different categories.
Vulnerable animals are those whose habitat (the place
where they live) is threatened and whose numbers have
started to drop. Endangered animals are those which are
showing serious signs of dying out. Their numbers have
dropped dramatically and it is now very unusual for people
to see these animals. Critically endangered is the term
used to describe the highest level on the list. This means
that these animals are now very close to the point of
extinction. If action is not taken to save these species, they
may die out for ever.
Vulnerable Species
Many mammals in Solomon Islands are classed as
vulnerable or at risk. These include twelve different kinds of
fruit bats; some large sea mammals such as the dugong
and the humpback whale; two types of naked tailed rat from
the Floridas and Isabel Province and the king rat.
Endangered Species
The poncelet’s giant rat, (pictured on the previous page)
found only in Choiseul Province and Bougainville, is on the
endangered list along with another type of rat called the
emperor rat.
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Critically Endangered Species
On the critical list are three types of bat, the monkey-faced
flying fox, the cusp-toothed fruit bat and the monkey-faced
bat. Two of these are found only in Solomon Islands.
In total there are only 53
different kinds of mammals
living on Solomon Islands. Out
of these more than 20 are so
few in number that they appear
on these lists. That is nearly
half of all our species.

Monkey Faced Flying Fox

Solomon Islanders have a
special responsibility to look
after the animals that share
their islands. Hunting, logging,
mining and other human
activities threaten these
animals and their habitats.

If an animal becomes extinct it means that it will never be
seen on earth again. Perhaps Solomon Islanders can do
something to stop this happening to our special animals. It
would be very sad to see them gone forever.
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The Story of the Meeps Island Flying Frog
A Story from the American Museum of Natural History
Jesse Boggs
What does it really mean to be endangered?
To find out, let’s follow the story of a small flying frog to the
brink of extinction and back!
The story starts on an island. The island is very small and very
swampy. It has a shallow bay along the coast. No humans live
on this island because it is too small and too swampy.
However, lots of other species do live on the island. Biting flies,
mosquitoes and yellow jackets live there just as happily as
bugs in a swamp.
Now imagine a cold, misty day
a long time ago about, 1732.
Imagine a man called Edwin
Meeps is paddling his little
wooden boat around the very
shallow bay on the island,
looking for crabs and things.
Suddenly, a fierce storm
occurs. In fact, the storm is so
fierce that Edwin Meeps is
tipped right out of his boat, and
washed up on the shore of this
very small, very swampy
island.
When the storm ends, Edwin Meeps decides to explore the
island. Luckily, he has taken along his leather notebook and
a good pencil. He draws pictures and keeps notes about
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what he finds. His diary is the reason why we know about
this story today.
Now imagine, two hundred years later in the 1930’s, you
find yourself in a library.
In this library there's a young lady called Melody Roulet who
is studying to become a biologist. At the back of a shelf in
the library, Melody finds a dusty, leather notebook. It's not
easy to read, because it's very old and there are smudges
on the pages that look like squashed mosquitoes. Melody
realises that this is a diary kept by a man called, Edwin
Meeps.
The diary tells how he was accidentally washed up on a
little island, how he explored it and how he even named the
island after himself - Meeps Island.
He did not stay long on the island because there were many
biting insects, but on the day he left, he wrote this in his
notebook:
"This day I saw a tynee kroaker, flying most ably amongst
the trees."
(The spelling may look strange, but that's how they used to
write in the 18th century, when he wrote ‘tynee kroaker’ he
probably meant a ‘tiny croaker’ or in other words, a little
frog.)
Melody is curious. She has never seen a flying frog before,
so she packs up a backpack and paddles her canoe over to
Meeps Island. Four days later, she arrives home with lots of
mosquito bites and the first known specimen of the Meeps
Island Flying Frog!
It's about, six inches long. On each side of this frog,
stretched between its front legs and back legs, there's a thin
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skin that looks just like a wing. When this frog leaps into the
air it flaps these wings furiously up and down and it flies!

Melody shows other people the amazing Flying Frog. Much
to her surprise, it's a sensation. Everybody wants one for a
pet. Lots of people start visiting Meeps Island. Pretty soon
somebody builds a souvenir shop on the island and starts
selling live Flying Frogs on strings. It isn’t long before some
other people drain most of the swamp and build the Meeps
Island Hotel. They also build a wharf, and a row of shops.
Meeps Island becomes famous! The Flying Frog is a
celebrity!
Meanwhile, in what's left of the swamp on the island, flying
frogs are getting harder and harder to find.
Development has taken over most of Meeps Island now.
The only way to see a Flying Frog these days, is to look at
the old photographs in the little Meeps Island museum. This
is rather sad, don’t you think?
One day, Melody Roulet, who is now quite a famous
biologist, goes back to Meeps Island to visit the one little
remaining patch of swamp. She doesn't expect to find any
Flying Frogs, but to her surprise, she does! She finds a
whole family of them!
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Melody goes into action. She forms an organisation and
calls it ‘Friends of the Flying Frog’. She and some other
scientists conduct research in the little swamp to find ways
to save the Flying Frog from extinction.
Melody and the Friends of the Flying Frog take the results
of their study to Washington, D.C., the capital city of the
United States of America. This is where the offices of the
United States of America Fish and Wildlife Service are
located.
Melody and her fellow scientists show their report to the
Fish and Wildlife Service people because they want the
Meeps Island Flying Frog to be placed on the list of
Endangered Species. The Fish and Wildlife Service agrees
to consider the matter.
Meanwhile the story of Melody Roulet's rediscovery of the
Flying Frog gets around. Lots of people feel sorry for the
Flying Frog and they put stickers on their cars saying, ‘Save
the Flying Frog’.
But other people feel differently.
When an animal is put on the Endangered Species List,
there are lots of rules that go along with it. These rules are
intended to protect the animal and its habitat so it can make
a recovery. For example, it's against the law to kill or collect
an endangered animal. Sometimes it's against the law to
build things in or near its habitat, too.
The people who own the Meeps Island Hotel say that if the
Flying Frog is placed on the endangered species list, they'll
have to close down the hotel to keep from disturbing the
frog's habitat. This makes them very unhappy. They don’t
want their business to close down and they don’t care much
about the Flying Frog.
Nothing's ever simple, is it?
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What is the solution? The Fish
and Wildlife people decide to
put the Flying Frog on the
Endangered Species List.
Melody Roulet and her fellow
scientists devise a way to save
the Flying Frog. The Friends of
the Flying Frog, the Fish and
Wildlife people and the hotel
owners agree to work together
to resolve the situation so
everyone can be happy. The
hotel owners decide to restore
the swamp.
They build huge, transparent tubes through the swamp so
people can walk inside and view the Flying Frog without
getting bitten by mosquitoes. They call this new attraction
‘Swamp World’.
Now, when a species is put on the Endangered Species
List, the Fish and Wildlife Service people go out every six
years to study it and see how it is doing. If it's still in trouble,
they leave it on the list. If it's doing better, they may decide
to call it ‘threatened’ instead of ‘endangered’. If it's doing
really well, they may take it off the list altogether and call it
‘recovered’.
Six years later in 1989, the Flying Frog is doing really well.
Swamp World is doing really well too. School children come
from all over to learn about conservation and swamp
habitats, and the frog is downgraded to ‘threatened’.
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Another six years pass and it's
1994. This time the Fish and
Wildlife Service people
remove the Flying Frog from
the endangered species list.
On the cover of Natural
History magazine there's a
picture of a white-haired lady
gently holding an officially
recovered Flying Frog. Who
do you think she is?
You guessed it. It’s Melody
Roulet!
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Why Did the Dinosaurs Die Out?
Alison Blaylock
One day two young children, Abi and Luke, went with their
Aunty Ali and Uncle Festo to visit a huge museum in
London. The museum was called the Natural History
Museum and it contained exhibits of animals and plants
from all over the world.
There was one exhibition at the museum that they wanted
to see more than any of the others – the dinosaurs.
Abi was just seven years old at the time and she had been
doing a project on dinosaurs at school. She had read about
them in books and had seen pictures of all the different
kinds of dinosaurs that had lived on the earth many millions
of years ago. She had heard that the dinosaur exhibition
included real dinosaur skeletons and life size models of
dinosaurs. She couldn’t wait to see these for herself!
Luke was only four. He was too young to go to school, but
in his toy box at home he had some small plastic dinosaurs
- a stegosaurus, a triceratops and a tyrannosaurus rex.
He loved playing with these and was just as excited as Abi
about going to the museum to see the real dinosaurs.
Before they left, Ali and Festo packed a picnic lunch for the
children. Lunch included tuna sandwiches, sweet juicy
oranges, chocolate biscuits and apple juice to drink.
They put the lunch in a backpack and caught a train bound
for the museum. When they arrived they didn’t waste any
time. They headed straight for the dinosaur exhibition. They
were not disappointed. It was wonderful. There were huge
dinosaur skeletons that had been located in different places
around world. There were models, bones, diagrams and
pictures explaining how the dinosaurs lived, what they ate,
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where they made their homes and what their predators
were.

Each and every thing she saw fascinated Abi. She read all
the information with interest.
“Ali,” she asked excitedly. “Do you know why the diplodocus
had such a long neck?”
“No,” replied Ali.
“So that it could eat leaves from the trees without having to
go into the forest! Isn’t that clever?” replied Abi.
“Uncle Festo,” she called. “I never realised that the
stegosaurus ate only plants and grass. Isn’t that amazing?
How could it grow to weigh 3,100 kg and get to be nine
metres long by only eating grass?”
“Luke, look at this,” she chattered. “The iguanodon had
teeth on its legs as well as in its mouth!”
Luke liked seeing the model dinosaurs and he especially
liked the moving model of a tyrannosaurus rex, which made
a really scary noise. He was too young to take in all the
information and he started to get bored quite quickly.
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“Ali, when can we have our lunch?” he asked.
“Soon,” said his auntie. “We will finish looking at the
dinosaurs first.”
“Do you realise that the iguanodon lived on earth more than
120 million years ago. That’s a very long time isn’t it Uncle
Festo?” said Abi, still engrossed in the exhibition.
Luke tried hard to be interested, but once he had thought
about lunch, he could not go on thinking about the
dinosaurs. He thought of his tuna sandwiches and he
started to feel very hungry.
“Uncle Festo, can we have our lunch now?” he asked.
“Soon,“ said his uncle. “Be patient.”
“Uncle Festo,” interrupted Abi, “did you know that the
brachiosaurus had two brains?”
Luke started to moan, “I’m hungry. Can we have our lunch
now?”
By this time they were getting near the end of the exhibition
and they came to a huge display called, ‘Why Did the
Dinosaurs Die Out?’ It had lots of information about the
different theories as to why there were no dinosaurs on
earth any more.
Abi started to read it with interest.
“Luke, some people think that the dinosaurs died out
because a huge meteor from outer space crashed into the
earth,” she explained. “Other people think it was…”
However, this time it was Luke’s turn to interrupt.
“I know why the dinosaurs died out,” he said in a loud voice,
so that everyone in the museum could hear. “It was
because they didn’t get any lunch!”
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A Gift from the Past
Linda Puia
Key Words
discuss, heritage, cultural, natural, generations, unique,
protected, preserved, international, beliefs

What is Heritage?
When we discuss our heritage, we are talking about the
culture and traditions that have been passed on to us from
the past by our parents, grandparents or ancestors. These
aspects of our culture and way of life have been preserved
from one generation to another and we pass them on to our
own children, our grandchildren and our great
grandchildren.
Heritage includes more than just the physical things that
can be passed through the generations, such as land,
money, photographs or buildings. It also refers to things you
cannot touch and hold, such as ideas, stories, beliefs, and
customs.
These are the things that make different cultures and
people around the world special and unique.
What is World Heritage?
In the early 20th century people began to realise that there
were some places in the world that were extremely
important and special. So special, in fact, that they could be
named as places of world heritage. Such places needed to
be protected and preserved from damage.
Egypt was one of the first countries to have a site named as
a place of world heritage. A huge dam called the Assam
Dam was being built to provide water and electricity to
people living in Egypt. When finished, this dam would flood
a very special valley which contained some ancient
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temples, called the Abu Simbel temples. These temples are
important treasures of ancient Egyptian civilizations. The
temples are thought to be at least three thousand years old.

The Ambu Simbel Temples in Egypt are a popular tourist attraction.

The government of Egypt felt that it was wrong to destroy
these places. They believed that they should be preserved
as part of the heritage for future generations.
They asked for help from UNESCO1. This is an international
group.
The people at UNESCO were willing to help, because they
too believed that the temples were historically important. In
1964, UNESCO managed to raise US $80 million, which
was the cost to move the temples out of the valley and
rebuild them on dry land, exactly as before. The move took
more than four years to complete. People can still visit the
temples today because of this work.
1

UNESCO stands for United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation.
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The World Heritage List
This event was the starting point for the idea of World
Heritage. UNESCO prepared an international agreement for
governments to sign if they wanted to protect their special
places. Countries could identify places of outstanding
importance to the history of their people, or places of great
natural beauty. They could then apply to have these added
to the list of the world’s most important places. This list is
called the World Heritage List.
This list is still used today. It has two different sections. One
is for places that have important cultural heritage and one is
for places with important natural heritage. Cultural heritage
sites on the list include very old or historic buildings, such
as cathedrals or mosques. They also include places that
have a special meaning to people such as tombs or
religious sites and places that were important to people long
ago, such as archaeological sites or ruins.
Natural heritage sites on the list include places with very
unusual or special natural features, unique environments, or
places where special animals or plants can be found. A
committee called the, ‘World Heritage Committee’ is in
charge of the lists and the committee members decide
whether places are important enough to be listed.
What does World Heritage Listing Mean?
Once a place is on the list, money can be provided by
UNESCO to help people to look after it. There are
responsibilities as well as benefits to being on the list. The
owners of the place and the government of the country in
which it is found must promise to help look after the place
and prevent any form of damage.
If we believe that we can learn from the past and that
history has led us to where we are today, then world
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heritage is an important idea. The work of the World
Heritage Committee helps preserve a gift from the past for
present and future generations.
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The Creation of Rennell and Bellona
retold by Linda Puia
In the beginning, there was nothing but ocean. Deep in the
ocean, a nerita shell grew and grew until it broke through
the surface of the sea. It continued to grow until it became
an island. There, in the middle of the ocean stood the island
of Bellona. Ataganga was the first person to find Bellona.
He had three sons, Mautikitiki, Anabeka and Maui.
One day Mautikitiki went fishing with his bothers. The
younger boys caught lots of fish but Mautikitiki was not so
lucky. When the canoe was almost full Mautikitiki’s bothers
suggested that they return home. However, Mautikitiki was
annoyed that he had not caught even one fish, so he
insisted that they waited until he caught a fish. He was
determined to catch a fish. It did not look good that his
younger brothers caught fish and he didn’t. He fished and
fished but nothing happened.
When it was beginning to get dark, his brothers were
hungry and wanted to go home. Just when Mautikitiki was
about to pull in his fishing line, he felt a tug on it. He pulled
the line and it felt heavy. Mautikitiki was very excited and he
started to pull on his line with all his strength. To his
surprise, he could not! Whatever was on the end of his line
was so heavy that he could not pull in the line by himself.
“Come and help me boys,” he shouted to his brothers. “I
have probably caught the grandfather of all the fish in the
sea!”
So the boys grabbed the line behind Mautikitiki and pulled.
Even with the three of them pulling, it was still very heavy.
They hung on to the line and pulled with all their might.
They pulled and pulled and out of the ocean, an island
appeared.
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“It’s an island!” shouted Mautikitiki.
It was rocky and had coral all over it.
“Let’s turn it over so that the smooth underside of it is
turned up,” Mautikitiki said.
As soon as they started to roll the island on to its side, the
eastern end of the island started to sink. Mautikitiki and his
brothers tried to hang on to the line but it was sinking fast.
In desperation, Mautikitiki cried out to their god.
“O Tehainga’atua, may your soil rise and stand!”

The island stopped sinking at once. The eastern end of the
island had stopped sinking but part of it remained
underwater. The island was Rennell and the eastern part
that had sunk is now Lake Tegano.
Rennellese people sometimes call the island, ‘Te Ika a
Mautikitiki’ or Mautikitiki’s fish.
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The Nomads of Mongolia
Linda Puia
Mongolia is a country in the northern region of Asia. It
shares boarders with China and Russia. In the mountainous
regions of this country people live a nomadic life. This
means that they travel and do not live in the same place all
year around. In the winter months hundreds of families load
up their oxen and move their sheep, goats, and cattle to
winter camps. Here the grass is long enough to get the
herds through until spring, and where the weather is twenty
degrees warmer than their summer camps. People have
lived this way for hundreds of years. However this way of
life is becoming harder and harder to continue. Many
scientists and researchers believe that it will soon be a way
of life of the past.
The Mongolian nomads rely on their animals for survival.
They move several times a year in search of water and
grass for their herds of sheep and goats. Sheep are the
most valuable animal to the Mongols, as they provide them
with food, clothing and shelter. Boiled mutton (meat from
sheep) continues to be the main diet of the Mongols. Wool
is used for clothing, rugs, and blankets and for the outer
covering of their gers or tents. Dried sheep dung is
collected and used as fuel instead of firewood.
The Mongolian nomads have developed a circular tent call
the ‘ger’. This tent was especially designed for the difficult
conditions faced by the nomads – the cold, wind and snow.
The ger is easily moved as it can be put up or taken down
in under an hour. The gers have beautifully carved and
decorated doors. When putting up the ger, the door must
always face the south. No one really knows why this is.
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The nomads have always lived a difficult and dangerous
life. Heavy snow, ice and droughts cause the death of many
of their animals. The Mongolian nomads depend on trade
with China for survival.

In the past, Mongolians were known to be fierce and
aggressive. They had not established any kind of
government. Each different tribe had its own rules and they
did not care very much about other Mongolian tribes.
In 1183, a talented and fierce man called Genghis Khan
united all the Mongolian tribes. He formed the first
organised Mongolian army. Working together they formed a
powerful force. In 1207, the Mongolian army under Genghis
Khan conquered northern China. The Mongolian empire
spread throughout China and into Russia. After Genghis
Khan died in 1227, his grandson Kubilai took over.
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The Mongols ruled China until they were driven out by a
Chinese army led by a farmer called Zhu Yuanzhang (ju
yuon-jong). After defeating the Mongols, Zhu Yuanzhang
became the new emperor of China.
After many years of peace, the Mongols attacked China
again and kidnapped the emperor, Zhu Qizhen. He was the
sixth emperor after Zhu Yuanzhang. The Chinese people
were frightened of the Mongols holding power again. The
Mongols were known to be cruel rulers and the Chinese
had suffered under their rule. This time the Chinese decided
that they were going to build a strong wall that would keep
out the Mongolian invaders once and for all.
This wall is known as the Great Wall of China. Just like a
gigantic dragon, the Great Wall winds up and down across
deserts, grasslands, mountains and plateaus stretching
approximately 6,700 kilometres from east to west of China.
The wall is now more than 2,000 years old and some of the
sections are now in ruins or have even entirely
disappeared. However, it is still one of the most amazing
wonders of the world and is the only man-made structure
which can be seen from space.
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How Uluru Was Formed
retold by Linda Puia
Two boys were hunting and travelling. They heard sounds
in the distance, so they went to have a look. It was the Mala
Wallaby people who lived where Uluru is now situated.
They were preparing for an ‘inma’ (a religious ceremony)
around a rock hole north-west of Uluru. While the Mala
people were busy with their preparations, another tribe from
the west arrived. They invited the Mala people to join them
for their inma but the Mala people had to refuse. It is the
Aboriginal custom that before an inma, everything has to be
done in a proper way. So the Mala continued with their
preparation. While the men danced, the women gathered
food for the whole group.
The two boys soon became bored watching the people
dancing and gathering food so they went to a water-hole
nearby and started playing with the water. The boys mixed
water and dirt and made mud. They started piling the mud
and continued until they had made a small hill. Then they
started playing on the mud hill. They sat on the top of their
hill and slid down the sides on their bellies. While sliding
down, they dragged their fingers through the mud making
long channels.
Suddenly, a savage dog-like creature called a Kurpany
attacked the Mala people. The Kurpany was an evil spirit
created by the angry tribe from the west. The Kurpany
attacked and killed many Mala men, women and children.
The remaining Mala people fled to the south and became
the Mala Wallaby people of South Australia.
The frightened boys climbed to the top of their hill to escape
from the Kurpany. The Kurpany could not climb up after
them because the mud was so slippery. The boys stayed on
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top of the hill while the Kurpany waited for them to come
down. The boys waited for the animal to go away but it did
not. They got very thirsty and each day they got weaker and
weaker until they both died.

Uluru

The hill that the boys made is what we now know as Uluru.
The marks that they made with their fingers, hardened in
the hot sun and became the many gullies on the southern
side of the Uluru. Aborigines believe that the two big rocks
at the top of Uluru are the bodies of the two boys.
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Murder in the Cathedral
Linda Puia
In 1123, Thomas Becket was made Archdeacon and he
later became Archbishop of Canterbury. At that time, Henry
II became King of England. King Henry knew how much
influence the church had on the people so he planned to
have the church as an ally. He thought that this was going
to be possible because after the old Archbishop died, his
companion and Chancellor, Thomas Becket was made the
new archbishop. The King’s hopes of getting control of the
church did not turn out the way he expected.
Becket refused to act as King
Henry’s chancellor and he
began campaigning for the
rights of the church. This was
the start of a power struggle
between the King and his
former friend that went on for
the next ten years.
Becket was exiled to France
for six years.

An image of St Thomas Becket
taken from a stained glass
window at Canterbury
Cathedral

In 1171, Becket returned to
Canterbury and continued to
resist the King’s efforts to take
over the church. One day, the
King in his anger muttered,
“Who will get rid of this
troublesome priest for me?”

When they heard this, four knights set out for Canterbury
eager to please the king. In Canterbury an argument arose,
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in which the Archbishop continued to defend the rights of
the church above the King.
The knights were angry and they tried to drag Becket out of
the cathedral because evening prayers had started and it
would have been a ‘sacrilege’ to harm the Archbishop in the
church. Becket struggled and refused to be dragged outside
so the knights murdered him inside the cathedral.
Before Becket’s murder,
not all the monks
supported Becket’s
struggle for the church.
However, after he was
murdered, they
proclaimed him a saint.
In 1174, King Henry came to Canterbury to seek
forgiveness for Becket’s death. He wanted to avoid any
punishment sent from heaven. He stripped off all his royal
clothes, and walked barefoot in the rain to the cathedral. At
Becket’s tomb, he knelt and wept. He was then whipped
with a monastic rod and knelt there in prayer until morning.
A beautiful shrine was built for Becket and was completed
in 1220. Every 50 years, festivals are held on the 29th
December, the day of Becket’s murder.
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The Inca
Linda Puia
Between 1200 and 1535AD, the Inca ruled Chile, Peru,
Columbia and Ecuador. The Inca Empire was only a small
state then high in the Andean mountains. The central city
where the Inca emperors lived was named Cuzco.
In 1438, the emperor, Pachacuti invaded neighbouring
states. The Inca Empire was soon made up of 100 nations
that had been conquered. The Inca were warriors with a
strong and powerful army. Due to the fierceness of their
army they became the largest Native American culture that
ever existed.

The Inca terraced the steep
mountainsides to make it possible to
grow crops high in the Andes
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The Inca Empire
created a civilization in
the middle of the
South American jungle
that still amazes
people today. They
built big cities and
fortresses and
constructed a road
that is about 22,526km
long. The road was so
well constructed that it
is still in good
condition to this day.
They developed a
water system that
supplied water to their
cities and supplied
irrigation for farming in
dry mountain
conditions.

Inca culture had a strict class system, with the Emperor at
the top and farm labourers at the bottom. People in the
highest class were the Sapa. These were the high priests
and were usually the emperors. Family members of the
Sapa, including the women, had authority. Army
commanders were also in the same class. The temple
priests, architects and regional army commanders were in
the second class. Craftsmen and women who made things
such as cloth or jewellery were in the third class. The lowest
class were labourers.
The Inca worshipped many gods.
The highest point in an Inca village
or city was reserved for religious
purposes. This point was the closest
to the sun, which represented their
major god, Inti, the Sun God. The six
major gods of the Inca represent the
moon, sun, earth, thunder, lightning
and the sea. Pachamama, the earth
god, is the mother of all humans.

A gold Llama found in an
Inca temple.

The Inca had special sacrificial ceremonies. These
ceremonies would occur when the Inca wanted deliverance
from things like earthquakes, droughts, diseases or defeats
in war. Perfect children were chosen to be sacrificed. It was
an honour for the child and his/her family to be chosen. The
child and his family were taken to the city of Cuzco to see
the Emperor. Feasts were held in the child’s honour. The
child was then taken high up into the Andes and a special
structure was made. The child was left in the structure and
he or she usually died due to exposure from the extremely
cold temperatures, high up in the mountains.
The Incas believed that gold was the sweat from the sun.
Gold was only valuable to the Inca when it was used for
religious objects or to decorate temples and tombs.
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In 1532, Francisco Pizarro and an army of mercenaries
from Spain arrived in South America. They had heard about
the golden cities of the New World. Pizarro and his men
kidnapped the Inca Emperor, Atahualpa. They demanded
that until they were paid in gold they would not set the Inca
leader free. After the Inca gave them gold worth about $50
million in today’s money, Atahualpa was strangled to death
by the Spaniards. Pizarro and his men marched straight to
the Inca capital of Cuzco and claimed all its riches.
The Inca were no match for the Spaniards’ guns. The Inca
were not only killed by guns but they died in thousands from
diseases introduced by the Spaniards. More troops arrived
to assist Pizarro and his men. The Spaniards soon took
over the Inca cities and their riches. Spanish custom,
religion and language quickly replaced that of the Inca and
only a few traces of Inca ways remain in the native cultures
of South America today.
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What is Art?
David Sokaika
Key Words
universal, individual, represent, gallery, combine, threedimensional, model, monument, textiles, inlay, inspired, identity

Every community, every race of people and every country
of the world has its own special and individual forms of art.
For as long as people have been on earth, they have
wanted to draw and paint what they see around them and to
use art as a way to express their ideas, feelings and beliefs.
From the earliest times, roughly drawn pictures on the walls
of caves, which represent the lifestyles of ancient peoples,
to the modern paintings hung on gallery walls around the
world, teach us about life.
What is Creative Art?
Creative art is anything that people have drawn, painted or
made to represent the world as they see it.
Artists combine skills, ideas, observation and imagination to
represent their view of the world in their work.
Art has many different forms, uses many different materials
and skills and covers a huge variety of subjects.
Forms of Art
Painting, drawing, sculpture, printing, modelling, weaving,
tattooing and carving are all forms of art.
Paintings and drawings are often done on paper or canvas
to hang on the wall, but both also have many other forms.
Paintings may be put straight onto the walls of buildings,
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both inside and out, to decorate them. We call this kind of
painting a mural, which simply means it is painted on a wall.
Many public buildings are decorated with murals, including
the ANZ Bank in Honiara.
Painting is also often used to decorate objects such as pots,
canoes, furniture and even flowerpots. Have you seen the
flowerpots in the middle of the road in Honiara?

Decorated flower pots in Honiara

People also paint on cloth and clothing. Even the human
body is sometimes used as a canvas. Many people tattoo
images onto their bodies. Face and body paint is also used
during traditional dances in many cultures.
Sculpture is a form of three-dimensional art. The artist
makes a model of an object. It can be a human form or an
animal or anything made out of metal, stone, wood, clay, or
any other material that can be shaped or moulded.
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Many sculptures are used to
remember important people from
the past. One such monument is the
sculpture of Sir Jacob Vouza that
can be seen at Rove.
This is a likeness of the famous war
time leader made out of a metal
called bronze.

Statue of Sir Jacob
Vouza

Other sculptures are made simply
for decoration. Objects that are
beautiful to look at might be
displayed in houses, public places or
art galleries.

Weaving is a traditional art form in Solomon Islands where
natural fibres and other materials are intertwined to make
beautiful patterns and designs, sometimes even pictures.
Weaving is done both to make and decorate everyday
objects such as mats and baskets, and also for display and
decoration, such as on the walls of houses and churches.
Other forms of weaving are
found all over the world using
different types of natural
materials including wool, cotton
and other textiles.
Artists’ Materials
Traditionally, artists all over the
world use whatever materials
they have available to create
their works of art.
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Rennell/Bellona basket

In Solomon Islands this includes the bark of trees used to
make tapa cloth; various richly coloured timbers used for
wood carving; shells from the sea used to decorate carved
objects with inlay and to make jewellery, body ornaments
and shell money; coloured dyes made from different plants;
soft river stones used for carving figures in Ranonga;
pandanas leaves and other natural fibres used for weaving
and even banana leaves for making paper.
Elsewhere in the world, artists use different materials which
are available to them. Head dresses and costumes worn
during dancing in PNG make use of brightly coloured
feathers from birds of the forest for decoration. Aboriginal
peoples of Australia make coloured paints and dyes from
different plants and soils for their dot paintings. Clay is used
in many parts of the world to sculpt figures and make
objects, as are metals such as bronze, steel, silver and
even gold. Glass is an important material for those who
express their art in the form of beautiful windows in
churches and other buildings. Even charcoal is a popular
material all over the world for making fine drawing pencils.
The Subject of Art
Like writing, art can be about anything at all.
Artists are inspired by things they see around them, by
people they know and love and by strangers they see in the
street. They are inspired by nature and the natural world, by
animals, plants, flowers, birds, scenery and views.
Sometimes artists are inspired by their feelings and may
paint a picture to show happiness, anger or sadness. They
are also inspired by ideas and beliefs; a great deal of art in
the world has been made to reflect people’s religious or
traditional beliefs and customs.
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In Solomon Islands, most art forms are linked to custom
and tradition in some way. Many have a spiritual meaning.
The art of Solomon Islands teaches us about beliefs and
customs of the people. It is therefore an important record of
our own identity. Traditional art forms such as making
masks and carving are a way of linking people to their
ancestors and the world of the spirits.
Other religions too, have their own distinctive forms of art
that show the beliefs of the people. Christianity for example,
has inspired many great works of art such as paintings
showing events from the life of Jesus and richly coloured
stained glass windows in churches.
Sometimes artists are inspired by money. People buy works
of art all over the world to decorate their houses and to
hang in galleries and museums. A talented artist can make
a lot of money from selling his or her works.
Art - the Mirror of Life.
If it is true that art shows us how other people see the
world, then there is much that we can learn from studying
art. Art can teach us about different places in the world,
places we may never visit. It can teach us about different
people and their cultures, their lifestyles and their beliefs.
Perhaps it can also teach us about ourselves.
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A Legend of the Great Flood
An Aboriginal Dreamtime Story
retold by David Sokaika
In the dreamtime, a terrible drought swept across the land.
The leaves of the trees turned brown and fell from the
branches, the flowers drooped their heads and died, and
the green grass withered. When the hot wind blew, the
dead reeds rattled in the river bed, and the burning sands
shimmered.
All the water had left the rippling creeks and the deep, still
water holes. In the clear, blue sky the sun shone brightly
and the clouds no longer drifted across the hills.
After many animals had died of thirst, the others came
together to a great council meeting to discover the cause of
the drought. They travelled many miles. Some came from
the bush and others from the distant mountains.
The seabirds left their homes in the cliffs by the sea and
flew many days and nights without resting. When they all
arrived at the meeting place in central Australia, they found
out that an enormous frog had swallowed all the water in
the land! After much serious discussion, it was decided that
the only way to get the water back again was to make the
frog laugh.
The animals sat in a huge circle with the frog in the centre.
Red kangaroos, grey wallaroos, rock and swamp wallabies,
kangaroo rats, bandicoots, native cats and ring-tailed
possums all sat together. A butcher bird smiled at a brown
snake, and the echidna forgot to bristle his spines. The
kookaburra was the first to try and make the frog laugh.
Now, the kookaburra sat on the branch of a tree, looked
straight at the big, bloated frog, ruffled his brown feathers,
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and began to laugh. At first, he made a low gurgling sound
deep in his throat, but slowly he laughed louder and louder
until the bush echoed with the sound of his laughter. The
other animals looked on, but the frog gave no sign of
laughing. He just blinked his eyes and looked as stupid as
only a frog can look.
The kookaburra continued to laugh until he nearly choked
and fell off the tree, but still the frog didn’t laugh.
Next a frilled lizard tried to make the frog laugh. It puffed out
the frill around its throat and jumped up and down. But there
was no smile from the frog. More and more animals tried to
make the frog laugh but still nothing happened.
The problem was very serious, and the council of animals
didn’t know what to do. They all spoke at once, and the
noise was terrible. Above the noise they could hear a loud
cry. A carpet snake was trying to swallow an echidna. The
spines had stuck in his throat, and a kookaburra, who had a
firm grip on the snake’s tail, was trying to fly away with him.
Two bandicoots were fighting over a sweet root, but while
they were scratching each other, a possum stole it. They
then forgot their fight and chased the possum who climbed
a tree and swung from a branch by his tail.
When it was peaceful again, the animals began to discuss
the drought. A big eel, who lived in a deep water hole in the
river, suggested that he should try and make the frog laugh.
Many of the animals laughed at the idea, but, finally they
agreed to let the eel try. The eel then began to wriggle in
front of the frog. At first he wriggled slowly, then faster and
faster until his head and tail met. Then he slowed down and
wriggled like a snake with the shivers. After a few minutes,
he moved around and flopped about like a well-bitten grub
on an ant bed.
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The frog opened his sleepy
eyes, his big body shook, his
face relaxed, and, at last, he
burst into a laugh that sounded
like rolling thunder. The water
poured from his mouth in a
flood. It filled the deepest
rivers and covered the land.
Only the highest mountain
peaks could be seen, like
islands in the sea.

Aboriginal dot painting
‘Water Dreaming’ by Abie
Jangala

The pelican - who was a black
fellow at this time - sailed from
island to island in a great
canoe and rescued any black
fellow he saw.

At last he came to an island on which there were many
people. He saw a beautiful woman, and fell in love with her.
He rescued all the men on this island until the woman was
the only one left.
Every time he made a journey she would ask him to take
her with the men, but he would reply, "There are many in
the canoe. I will take you next time."
He did this several times, and at last the woman guessed
that he was going to take her to his camp. She decided to
escape from the pelican. While he was away, she wrapped
a log in her possum rug so that it would look like a sleeping
person, and placed it near the gunyah. Then, as the flood
waters were going down, she ran off to the bush.
When he returned, the pelican called to her. He then tore
the rug away from what he thought was the woman, but,
when he found a log, he was very angry.
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He painted himself with white clay, and set out to look for
the other black fellows he had saved because he wanted to
kill them. But the first pelican he met was so frightened by
his strange appearance, that he hit him with a club and
killed him. Since that time pelicans have been black and
white in remembrance of the Great Flood.
At last the flood waters slowly went down, the rivers were
full and the land was again green. Through the tall green
reeds the voice of the night wind whispered soft music to
the river. And, when the dawn came from the eastern sky,
the birds sang a song of welcome to the new flood - a flood
of golden sunlight.

‘Water Dreaming’ dot painting
by Aboriginal artist, Pansy
Napangardi

Aboriginal artist, Pansy
Napangardi, doing one of her
famous dot paintings.

The Aborigines of Australia tell their ‘Dreamtime stories’ through their unique
dot painting. Pansy Napangardi is a well-known aboriginal artist who has
painted many ‘Dreamtime’ stories.
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The Beer Can House
Linda Puia
John Martin Milkovisch was born in a small apartment in
Texas, USA. After he was born, his mother and father built
a small one-room house where John lived until his marriage
to Mary Hite in 1940. After living in two rented houses, Mary
and John moved to 222 Malone Street, Houston, where
they lived together for the rest of their married lives.
John worked as an upholsterer. It was his job to provide
stuffing, springs and cushions for armchairs and couches.
In the late 60’s John’s interest shifted away from upholstery
and towards creating models out of recycled rubbish.
John started by inlaying marbles, rocks and pieces of metal
in concrete blocks and blocks of redwood. He used these to
make patios, fences and flower boxes to decorate his
garden. Soon, the entire area around his house was
covered with decorated cement. When asked why he did it,
John simply answered, “I got sick of mowing the grass.”
After the yard was completely
covered, he shifted his attention to
the house. He started using
various parts of aluminium cans to
make curtains, mobiles, fences,
sculptures, windmills, and wind
chimes.
He wired the bottoms of cans into
long chains and dangled them
from the roof overhang.
The Milkovisch’s mail
box

Along the sides of the house, he
used pull-tabs and the bottom of
cans. He even made flat screens
for windows from the labels.
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The Beer Can House with Mary Milkovisch at the gate

John did not really think of what he was doing as art. He
thought it was just an n enjoyable hobby and he certainly
didn’t think of himself as an artist. But he did enjoy people’s
reactions to his creations.
Mary and John soon got used to cars suddenly stopping at
their house entrance to stare their house in amazement.
He once said, “It tickles me to watch people stop their cars
and stare at such a simple thing as my house.”
Sometimes people drive around the house a couple of
times and even take photographs. Some even come back
with to show their friends
John hated to throw anything away and by decorating his
house in this way he found a use for all kinds of rubbish!
The next time you’re about to throw away an old tin can or
any other rubbish – stop and think! You could just turn it into
a work of art instead.
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The Painting of the Last Supper
Linda Puia
Leonardo da Vinci, a fifteenth century Italian artist, did many
beautiful drawings and paintings. One of his most famous
paintings is of Jesus and his disciples at the last supper.
Before he could paint Jesus and
his twelve disciples, da Vinci had
to find men who he could use as
models for his painting. He had in
his mind an idea of what Jesus
and each of the disciples probably
looked like and he searched for
suitable models for each one.

Leonardo da Vinci

One Sunday, da Vinci was at the
cathedral for mass and he saw a
young man in the choir who
looked exactly like his idea of how
Jesus must have looked.

He had features of love, tenderness, caring, innocence,
compassion, and kindness.
Leonardo made arrangements for the young man, whose
name was Pietri Bandinelli, to come and sit as a model for
Jesus. He was very pleased with the result.
Years went by, and the painting was still not finished. Da
Vinci was struggling to find the right face for Judas, the
disciple who betrayed Jesus. He wanted a man whose face
showed betrayal, despair, wickedness, and greed.
Ten years after starting the painting, Leonardo finally found
a man in prison whose face contained what he was looking
for. Da Vinci got permission for the prisoner to be his model
and he began to paint the last disciple, Judas.
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Leonardo worked hard for days. But as he worked, he
noticed changes in the prisoner. The prisoner’s face was
tense and his eyes were filled with horror as he stared at
the painting that was taking shape on da Vinci’s canvas.
One day Leonardo stopped painting and asked, “What
seems to be troubling you?” The man covered his face with
his hands and began to cry. After a long time, he raised his
head and said, “Don’t you remember me? Years ago I was
your model for the Lord, Jesus.”
The miserable man had become a thief and a criminal.
Where once his face had shown love, now there was misery
and hate. Where once there was hope, now there was
despair. Where once there was light, now there was only
darkness.

Leonardo da Vinci’s painting of ‘The Last Supper’

The painting of the last supper was finally completed in
1498. It became one of Leonardo da Vinci’s most famous
masterpieces.
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